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Description of material
Quantity Required
(Specification if any)
Digitization of Doctoral Dissertations for 4,00,000 pages

Rates Quoted

the purpose of conservation and restoration (Aprrox.)
of records available on paper by digitizing
the same using state of art technology i.e.
good quality scanning.


Digitized Images in True Colour of A4
size.



Documents with spatial resolution of 300
dpi to be provided in TIFF, JPEG, PDF-A
formats in external hard disks/DVD.

2.

Metadata

extraction

and

uploading

into Per Document

Document Management System (DMS) in (Thesis)
D-Space and institutions repository.
3

Up-gradation and customization of DMS (D- Lump sum
Space) on University Server

Technical Requirements
1. The output should be provided in set of two DVDs/external Hard Disk i.e. one will contain
Raw TIFF Images (includes Thumbnail Image of cover pages of each document provided
for conversion) and other enhanced in searchable PDF-A.
2. The output should be readable, with accuracy, consistent in term of tone and colour
reproduction. Neutral common rendering for all images should be used.
3. Sample images are to be provided in different Modes (Black & White, Colour, and Grey
Scale) along with the tender in DVD.
4. The scanner should have minimum of 300 dpi (dot per inch) optical responses or
resolutions with [Bit depths: Bit not less than 8-bit Grayscale, or 24-bit colour (True
colour)].

5. Image Enhancement — Basic Enhancement Raster cleaning, De-skew, De-Speckle
Cropping & hole removal etc., is to be carried out on each images for optimum images
clarity.
6. The scanned images should be in TIFF format at early stage and final copy should be in
searchable PDF-A file format.
7. The PDF-A files should be compressed.
8. No cropping is allowed for Raw Image, the entire document has to be scanned for
maintaining original size and shape of the document.
9. The scanning specifications for text support- The production of scan reproduced should
be legible at the same size as the original (i.e. at 1:1, the smallest significant character
should be legible).
10. Agency has to maintain the cleanliness of work area, digitization equipment, and originals
like scanners, platens, and copy boards.
11. The final scanned copy in PDF-A should be legible, with completeness, image quality
(tonality and colour), page sequence should be correct and similar as originals.
12. Digital images should be created at higher resolution so that it may facilitate OCR
conversion to a readable accuracy level.
13. The final documents should be stored on DVD and external hard disk.
14. Agency has to upload the digitized documents on Open Source Software (D-space) using
Dublin Core for bibliographical fields and in Institutional Repository as provided by the
University Library, GBPUAT.
The eligibility for bidders
1. The invitation to submit the bid is open to all firms in India engaged in providing Digitization
and Digital Archiving Solution.
2. The vendor should have their office in Delhi, NCR or in Uttarakhand.
3. The Vendor should enclose Registration of their firm/Company.
4. The vendors should be certified latest ISO 9001for quality Management.
5. The bidder should have executed at least 2 similar projects. Photocopies of such work orders
and completion certificates should be submitted along with the bid as documentary evidence.

Other responsibilities of the executing Agency/Vendor
Besides scanning and digitizing the collection, maintaining records and
generating regular progress reports, other major responsibilities of the vendor shall be as
given below:
1. Maintaining confidentiality about work and it should not be misused.
2. Safe handling of documents used for scanning (as these are rare available as single
copy and cannot be recreated). While handling documents proper care is to be taken,
in case of any negligence the vendor shall be responsible.
3. Agency has to do the document rebinding and shelving after scanning.
4. Digitization work should be done onsite i.e. University Library. Digitization
Hardware and software for digitization work will be provided by the firm itself,
however, space, electricity etc. will be provided by the University Library.
5. Repair and maintenance of the hardware installed by the agency for the project
work will be the responsibility of the agency/vendor.
6. In case of any damage to the document, the agency should inform to the
authorities without any delay.
7. The executing agencies have to maintain the back up for at least one year after the
completion of project.
8. Payment will be made in phased manner after checking quality of work completed.
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